Global finance for local applications.

d&b audiotechnik loudspeaker systems are tools to develop and realize your
business visions wherever you are in the world. Once you have decided on the
next phase in your equipment requirements to achieve these objectives, the
subsequent process is how best to integrate the financing of this into your plans.
The Finance-Series is exclusively designed to assist with this endeavour and more
importantly it comes as another part of the d&b System reality, from the same
people who understand and support both your visions and the applications you
address daily.

More financial headroom.

Of course you can pay with cash or access your line of credit at the bank to
purchase new d&b equipment. However one ties up your capital while the other
is likely to cost too much and may need collateral, often private collateral. The
Finance-Series uses the equipment as the security for the asset purchase and
ultimately does not compromise your financial status; using it to integrate a
purchase into your plan does not diminish your short term liquidity or your line
of credit. Furthermore, you can calculate with a fixed interest rate and affordable
monthly payments during the whole period.

Flexibility by design.

It goes without saying the interest rates for the Finance-Series are exceedingly
competitive. Coupled with variable finance values and periods that can be
individually selected at the outset, this all adds up to a concise flexible scheme
customized to your requirements. A prepayment of 20% or more of the total
purchase price is required and there is an option for partial or total repayment
at any time during the finance period, subject to an early repayment fee. Unlike
many other finance offerings, there are no additional costs for credit checks or
credit insurance and no contract charges at the beginning of the agreement. Last
but not least is the satisfying knowledge that after the last payment is made
there are no outstanding fees and the finance contract is complete.

Full range finance systems.

The Finance-Series is asset finance, not leasing. The difference is simple and
decisive: with asset finance the equipment is yours right from the start, while
with leasing the finance company owns the equipment for the duration of the
agreement. Whichever d&b asset finance contract you decide on, either F1006
for a short period or F1025 for a longer one, your investment into a new d&b
loudspeaker system improves your fixed assets and provides additional income,

which are real benefits from your bank‘s point of view. On the other side, interest
incurred by the instalment agreement for your d&b loudspeaker system, as well as
depreciation, can usually be offset to reduce your tax liability. All in all, enhancement
of capital resources, improvement of liquidity and the options to retain equity or
invest into other business areas position the F1006 and F1025 systems as beneficial
and versatile full range finance solutions.

2-Way Active: sound finance.

Your d&b distributor or partner is not only knowledgeable in providing d&b
loudspeaker systems, but can competently offer financial advice as well as the
necessary asset finance. This service provided under one umbrella is a comfortable
solution alleviating the time consuming comparisons of one bank against another

and the subsequent often arduous approval cycles. Instead you can count on
just one source that knows your business and has a clear idea about the significant
value of a d&b loudspeaker system over the years.

Easily rigged finance.
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Undoubtedly there are very good reasons in investing in new d&b loudspeaker
systems, particularly to gain competitive advantages. The d&b Finance-Series
provides yet another one. By offering the F1006 and F1025 systems d&b has
established a very welcome finance alternative that is attractive, transparent
and finely adjusted to the professional audio business: you will always be able
to provide the most current d&b equipment. In other words, finance d&b with
d&b to gain the power.

The power to amplify your success.
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